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Ever wished you could just
disappear..?

All Jim wanted to do was sleep...

...But a  mysterious figure from Somewhere Else
has other ideas...

Now, Jim must use all his courage to help this
creature get back to wherever he came from. 

On the way, they must seek guidance from an
adolescent Oracle (don’t mention the acne...), do
battle with the infamous Ninja Grannies of Castle
Bromwich and avoid the deadly charms of the
Birdwatchers... 

Will they succeed? Will they be defeated by razor-
sharp knitting traps? Will Jim ever be forgiven for
besmirching the name of the Graphic Novel...?

...And could the whole adventure be the only hope
for Emmie, who finds herself somewhere - but not
here?
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Chapter One : And So It Begins…

Every now and again, you get a day that changes your life.

But this didn’t start off as one of those days.

In fact, it didn’t start off as a day at all; it was a night - an awkwardly uncomfortable, way-too-long night at the
end of May. It was the kind of long, uncomfortable night where you tumble in and out of consciousness – and
your sleep, when it happens, is peppered with manic dreams that weave confusingly in and out of reality, so you
are never quite sure if you are awake or not.

Jim hated this kind of night, with a passion. Yesterday had been the longest day he could remember, and
everything ached. He had spent it stuck in a nightmare garden, building a wall that wasn’t going to work, working
with the worst trainee landscaper in living memory and fending off over-zealous attentions of the elderly lady of
the house. What he had longed for most, all day long, was to get home, take a long hot bath, eat something
unhealthy and go to sleep. 

He had been tired after his bath and nearly fell asleep in his chicken and pepperoni pizza. So when he stumbled
into his room, kicking piles of clothes out of the way to reach his bed, Jim was more than ready for sleep.

He must have slept straight away, as he couldn’t remember actually getting into bed and turning off the light. But
his slumber didn’t last long; he woke with a start, warm and clammy under the duvet. Kicking off the bedclothes
irritably, he fumbled on his bedside table until his hand closed around his mobile phone. Pressing a button, he
winced as the sharp blue light of the screen invaded his eyes, and then squinted through the blurry haze of his
vision, trying to focus on the time.

11.57pm. Exactly forty-three minutes since he’d gone to bed. Punch-drunk and disoriented from the sudden
awakening, Jim slumped back into his pillow and stared at the softly glowing plastic stars on his bedroom ceiling
– a present from the love of his life, a long time ago. He smiled despite himself, remembering her laugh and the
sparkle in her eyes as she placed the tiny stars in his hands. “Now you can say I gave you the stars, Jimmy!”

He missed her, more than he ever thought he’d miss anyone. He turned his face into his pillow and closed his
aching eyes once more.

He was drifting into sleep when a noise brought him sharply back to consciousness. At first, he wasn’t entirely sure
where the sound was coming from – it was muffled and difficult to place. Each time he heard it, the noise appeared
to come from a different location. He felt his heartbeat quicken as he reached across to his bedside table and
snapped the light on.

Instantly, the sound stopped. 

Jim sat upright in bed, barely breathing, his heart thumping ferociously in his ears. This is crazy, he thought, I’m
hearing things. He looked around his small room, carefully checking details, searching for something, anything out
of place. But everything appeared to be as it always was. Feeling calmer, he reached to turn off the light… then
immediately froze. The sound had returned, much louder than before. And this time he could see exactly where
it was coming from. Because whatever it was wasn’t just making noise now. It was moving.

Jim held his breath as the pile of clothes near the bottom of his bed began to shake and shudder. The muffled,
indeterminable noise became a low gravely groan and the movement beneath the clothes grew more violent.

Panic gripped Jim’s heart as he made a desperate survey of his room, searching for something to protect himself.
He spotted the old Samurai sword that was mounted above his bed - a present from his father, years ago. Mustering
all the courage he could, he leapt up onto the bed and snatched the sword down from its hooks. He pulled at the
sheath, only to find it stuck fast. It must have rusted to the sword.
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Cursing under his breath, he made a few more attempts at removing it - but to no avail. The groaning at the
bottom of the bed increased as the Thing began to rise underneath the clothes pile, socks and jumpers and t-shirts
falling from its enlarging mass like rock-fall debris as it grew. In a final, last-second bid to defend himself Jim
brought the whole thing – sword and sheath together - crashing down on the pile of clothes in one, almighty blow.

A sound like someone trying to gargle boiling oil came from the mass as it sunk back down to the bedroom carpet
with a heavy thud. Then it was still and the room fell silent again, except for Jim’s insistent heartbeat.

Breathing quickly, he slowly lowered the sword and let it fall from his sweating hands, his legs wobbling slightly as
he balanced on the mattress. His eyes remained glued to the spot where the Thing had fallen, scanning for
movement. 

Nothing. Jim began to take a breath…

Then, a single, small, pitifully weak sound came from the clothes pile.

It said: “Ow!”

It was so tiny and insignificant that Jim laughed involuntarily, part relief and part shock.

“Oh yeah, sure, go ahead and laugh, you - you thug,” came the muffled reply, “That bloody hurt!”

Jim stopped laughing. All of a sudden, he was angry. Very angry. A blinding, white-hot anger that fizzed and seared
up from deep within him, pumping energy through his veins and round his whole body.

“I bloody well hope it did! Just who the hell are you?” he snarled, “And what gives you the right to come into my
room?”

The clothes pile began to shift again then parted to reveal a thin, gangly man, slowly unfurling his frame from the
floor like an over-sized fern frond. When he reached his full height, the Thing stood about six feet seven inches tall,
which would have been very impressive, except for his long, ungainly limbs that appeared to have been stuck on
the wrong body by mistake. In fact, the Thing bore more than a passing resemblance to some sort of early prototype
for a Spare Body Part Recycling Scheme. Long, greasy black hair hung apologetically from his large forehead,
while small beady eyes glared at Jim from under scarily big bushy eyebrows. He wore a faded grey velvet tailcoat,
several sizes too small for him, along with a pair of dirty yellow bell-bottomed flares. This – let’s call it unique - look
was completed by a fraying red cravat and no shirt, his flesh a kind of grey-green colour. Looking at his physique,
you would have imagined that a deep, booming voice would complete the picture, but this feature, like his
misplaced limbs and shrunken tailcoat, appeared to have been pilfered from someone else – someone decidedly
more diminutive in stature.

“I have every right to be here,” the Thing snarled back, “More than you realise, Jamie.”

Jim bristled. “It’s Jim,” he corrected through gritted teeth.

The Thing raised a sarcastic eyebrow. “Oooh, I do beg your pardon! Well, well, a mighty Samurai warrior who’s
touchy about his name? Some formidable opponent you are, Jaaaaay-meeeee…” He leant forward as he said it, his
long boney face snaking out like some demented Jack-in-a-Box, until he was only a few millimetres away from Jim’s
nose. The black beady eyes bore invasively into Jim, and foul-smelling breath, like rotting manure, filled his nostrils.
Repulsed, Jim hit out at the Thing - but his clenched fists met thin air as the body before him curled impossibly
around to avoid the blow.

“I wouldn’t bother if I were you,” the Thing continued nonchalantly, twisting his body backwards and forwards like
a hideously deformed Salsa dancer. “Incredibly flexible backbone, you see. Three times as many vertebrae as you.
Bit like a snake, I am,” he grinned mockingly, revealing crooked, yellow teeth.
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Infuriated, Jim brought his hands back and crossed his arms across his body. “Fascinating, I’m sure. Shame your
vocal chords aren’t as impressive.”

“Oi, don’t you start,” the Thing squeaked defensively, “Don’t mention my voice again, do you hear?”

“Oooh, I do apologise – well I never, a flexible intruder who’s touchy about his voice?” Jim retorted, as the Thing
looked visibly wounded. “And you still haven’t told me who you are.”

The Thing slumped like a sullen teenager, rolling his eyes as he spoke, “Agarik,” he mumbled huffily, “Agarik
Vulgaris.”

“Can I call you Aggie?” Jim asked with a grin.

“Not if you value your ‘nads,” Agarik replied curtly.

“Charming.”

“You’re welcome.”

Fuming quietly, they exchanged glares across the dimly lit bedroom - Jim still wobbling slightly standing on his bed
and Agarik stooping awkwardly to avoid grazing his large forehead on the Artex-ed ceiling. After what seemed like
hours of a silent stare-off, Agarik let out a huge sigh and rubbed his eyes with overlong, skeletal-thin fingers.

“This isn’t what they told me would happen,” he said, his tiny voice suddenly weary and vulnerable, “They said
you were The One.”

“The one what? And who’s ‘they’?” Jim asked, confused.

“They said you were The One and that only you could help me,” Agarik continued, “I don’t care if you’re Uncle
Tom Cobbly, I just want to get home. They said you knew the way back. They didn’t say you were a Samurai sword-
wielding maniac wearing - can I just add - ridiculous pants.”

Jim looked down at his Spidey boxer shorts and patted them affectionately. “I love these pants,” he murmured,
defensively, “They were a present.”

“Who from, your worst enemy?” Agarik replied with utter disdain, “Or perhaps a blind person with no dress
sense…”

Jim felt a pang of old pain nag his heart, “No, actually, they were from someone very important, someone a million
times better than you, someone who cared about me, OK?” he shot back.

“Evidently,” Agarik returned with disinterest, inspecting his fingernails.

Jim felt an indignant hurt rise inside him and his bones ached, reminding him of exactly how tired he was. “Look,”
he said coolly, “I really don’t care why you’re here or who you are. Just go away. Now, please.” 

He calmly stepped down from the mattress, drew back the duvet and climbed back into bed, pulling the covers
over his head as he turned off the bedside lamp.

“Fine,” said Agarik in the darkness. “Have it your way, Sad Pants.”

* * * *
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Chapter Two : Don’t Follow Me…

Jim opened his eyes.

It was morning already - a bright, sunny, perfect English morning, with birds singing their little feathery hearts out
in the trees around him, tiny white wispy clouds in the sky above him and the grass beneath his head damp with
dew.

Jim closed his eyes quickly. 

Obviously, he told himself, he hadn’t woken up after all, so this must be one of those dreams where you think
you’ve woken up, only to find that you’re not, in fact, awake at all, when you actually wake up for real. (Or
something like that.)

Slowly, he opened his eyes again.

This time he really was awake, and he really was lying in a lot of very soggy grass, surrounded by big trees that really
were full of birds singing their little feathery hearts out. The tiny wispy white clouds were real, too. He was lying in
a park. Definitely not his bedroom.

And, beside him, someone was snoring… 

…Well, if you were a small woodland creature, it would be called snoring. As it was, the perpetrator of the sound
purporting to be a snore was way too large to be making it in the first place. Jim turned his head, following the
tiny sound. Beside him, an overlong, faded-grey-velvet-clad figure in sodden yellow flares lay fast asleep, snoring
like a chipmunk on fast-forward, his lank black hair plastered to his face with morning dew.

Agarik Vulgaris.

Jim sat up and began to make a slow circumnavigation of his surroundings. He knew this park. It was close to the
Cathedral in his home City and was somewhere he often visited at weekends, to take photographs of the trees or
find an empty bench to sit with a take-out Costa Coffee cappuccino and tackle The Times crossword. He even
recognised a couple of the early-morning dog-walkers, who didn’t seem to be alarmed to see him lying in the
middle of the grass. In fact, they didn’t seem to see him at all…

…Which was very odd, as he remembered that all he had been wearing the night before were his Spidey boxer
shorts and white t-shirt. What was even odder however, was that, when he looked down to check, he found he was
now also wearing the large green coat he kept for winter walks and birdwatching. 

“Morning,” a miniscule voice said sleepily beside him, “Sleep well?”

Jim spun round. “I’m in a park…” he began, slowly.

Agarik grinned. “Yes, you are. Lovely, isn’t it?”

Jim stared at Agarik. “I’m in a park, in – in – my anorak..?”

“Parka, actually,” Agarik replied, happily, “You’re in a park in a Parka – like what I did there, eh? Eh?”

Jim could feel his temper rising. “I’m in a park wearing just my t-shirt, pants and coat, when I should be at home…
in bed…” he repeated.
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“Well, yes, I suppose that must be a bit surprising for you. Of course, if it was up to me, I’d have left the pants at
home, but you seemed so very attached to them last night, so – call me sentimental – I decided to let you keep
them on.”

“Let me keep them on…?” Jim stuttered, “Who the hell do you think you are?”

“I gave you your coat,” said Agarik, hurt, “I didn’t want you getting a chill. You could catch your death sleeping
out on damp grass in just pants and a t-shirt, you know.”

Jim was incredulous. “What?!”

“Some people are so ungrateful,” said Agarik, “Here I am, trying to keep you healthy because we have so much to
do and all you can do is complain about being here. I wish I hadn’t bothered…”

“So do I!” Jim growled, his fists clenching in the wet grass, ripping out the green blades from their roots and
scraping cold dirt into his fingernails.

“Are you like this every morning?” Agarik asked with a cruel smile, his large brow furrowing like an off-grey
coloured field, “No wonder your girlfriend left you.”

That was the final straw. Jim flew at Agarik, knocking him down into the grass and pummelling heavy blows into
his boney frame with each word: “She – didn’t – leave – me!” he yelled, his voice so full of emotion that it cracked
at the edges, “She – she…”

“…Walked away once morning and didn’t come home?” snarled Agarik between Jim’s punches, “I call that leaving,
Jaaay-meee!”

Exasperated, Jim pushed him away and stood angrily to his feet, walking deliberately in the opposite direction, his
breaths short and quick, whilst every fibre of his being shook with pure rage. “She didn’t leave me,” he said quietly,
defiantly. 

“Whatever,” said Agarik, sitting up and brushing mud from his tailcoat sleeve, “Maybe she walked out on you.
Maybe she didn’t. Maybe she went somewhere else…” he looked straight at Jim with a strange, half-smile, “And
maybe she didn’t choose to go there…”

Jim turned back to stare at Agarik. 

“And maybe – just maybe - I am the only person who knows where she is,” Agarik continued carefully, “Only you
won’t find out because you’re going to walk home now in your ridiculous pants and not help me. Aren’t you?”

The world around Jim began spinning slightly as his brain tried to process this new information. Could she be
somewhere she didn’t want to be? The thought of it was too alien for his heart to fully grasp. Does he know
something about this? Or was it just a lucky guess? Either way, Agarik’s revelation had completely floored Jim. He
remained, frozen to the spot, staring at Agarik while his mind and his heart were somewhere else entirely….

* * * * *

Emmie had been his everything – right from the first time they met in his local coffee shop. Even now, years later,
he could remember every detail of that day. It was a Sunday morning and Jim had decided to have a lazy breakfast
in town. He bought a paper on the way to CoffeeUp! and fully intended to read all of it, drinking a large cinnamon
latté and munching on a breakfast panini, whilst watching the City pass by the window. When he got to the coffee
shop it was packed – evidently everyone else had had the same idea. Scanning the seated customers, Jim noticed
an old lady about to leave – he managed to catch her eye and flashed her a smile, which she returned, motioning
to him to have her seat as she left. Triumphant in his victory, Jim spread his paper out across the table and settled
down for a long stay.

He was in the middle of reading a story about penguin methods for catching fish (apparently they round them
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up, like sheepdogs round up a flock), when there was a crash to his left and a blueberry muffin skidded across his
paper, shedding crumbs as it went, before coming to rest against his coffee mug. Startled and annoyed, he looked
up to confront the culprit – and his life changed.

Just like that.

His eyes met the most glorious brown eyes he had ever seen. They were large, wide with remorse, and appeared
to be lit from the inside. The girl before him was, quite simply, perfect. Red-brown curls framed her face and her
small, cherry-red lips were parted in embarrassed shock as she saw his expression. She was kneeling on the floor,
picking up the items that had flown from her tray.

“Heavens, I am so, so sorry,” she gushed, her words tumbling over each other like the curls around her face, “I
wasn’t looking where I was going and I tripped over that lady’s handbag over there… I’m so sorry, are you ok?
Can I buy you another paper to make up for ruining that one?”

Jim had to smile. Even though in any other circumstance he would have torn a strip off the person responsible for
spoiling his day, he found himself grinning inanely at the creature before him and inviting her to take the seat
opposite him at the table. Over the years that followed, this urge to smile at Emmie became their saving grace. No
matter how much she annoyed him, no matter how many blazing rows they had, Jim would always end up smiling
at her and his heart would melt all over again. Just like that first morning.

She used to joke that a blueberry muffin brought them together – and every June 15th they would buy one and
share it, recalling the story of the day that changed everything.

Emmie moved into his house five months later and Jim thought their life was just about complete. He loved to
wake up beside her and watch her sleeping, her curls across his chest turning copper red in the sunlight that danced
across their bed. She loved watching him work on his photographs, snuggled up bedside him on the sofa as he
manipulated images on his laptop. Everything they did together felt like the greatest adventure - from a stroll by
the canal that they could see from their window, to shopping in their local supermarket, to holidays – and he loved
seeing the world through her eyes.

She was a dreamer; lost half the time in her own little world, but possessing a unique take on life that constantly
amazed Jim. Emmie could see magic everywhere – from dewdrops on spider webs to the lights of the City at night
that she called “fairyland”. She seemed constantly fuelled by awe, waterfalls of excited laughter in her voice as she
grabbed his hand to show him something else she had discovered.

And she loved him. Passionately. Of that he was sure. He only had to feel her clinging to him in the night, or feel
how tightly she held his hand wherever they went, to know that.

So why did she leave?

There was no explanation, no precedent, no warning. One day, Emmie went out to the corner shop to buy milk -
and never came home again.

Her family were distraught, her friends were dumfounded and the police offered no reason. “Sometimes, people
just choose to walk away,” the well-meaning WPC had said to Jim when they told him they were closing the case,
“It does happen. Try to get on with the rest of your life.”

Jim didn’t feel anything – just an empty void inside him where a heart should have been. He put away most of the
things that reminded him of her – leaving the small plastic stars on the ceiling because it gave him some strange
sort of hope, which he never admitted to anyone. So they remained, like softly glowing beacons every night when
he turned off the bedside lamp, a tiny last vestige of belief in the black emptiness that surrounded his life.

* * * * *

“I hate to interrupt,” said Agarik politely, clearing his throat, “But we have work to do and very little time to do
it. So, are you coming with me?”

Jim thought for a second. “It looks like I am.”
* * * *
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Chapter Three : 
The Wisdom of Insignificance

What Agarik lacked in vocal presence, he more than made up for in speed.

Jim struggled to keep up with his ungainly companion, taking at least four steps to one of Agarik’s strides, as they
raced through the City streets.

“Hurry, Jaaay-meee!” Agarik called over his shoulder, coat tails and lank hair flying out behind him, “We’ve wasted
enough time.”

“Where are we going?” panted Jim as he scurried several steps behind.

“To the Place Where Wisdom Lives,” Agarik shouted.

“Wisdom lives in Birmingham?” Jim laughed.

“You have no idea,” Agarik replied.

They rounded a corner, taking a route that ran alongside the main carriageway into the City Centre. Jim could
hardly hear Agarik’s conversation over the din of traffic beside them. Finally, Agarik stopped and turned so sharply
that Jim careered into him, sending Agarik’s spine concaving inwards at an impossible angle while his feet
remained perfectly still. With his head against the velvet tailcoat, Jim could hear Agarik’s vertebrae clicking and
creaking together like cogs in an intricate metal machine as they straightened, pushing Jim’s body back upright. 

“I said, we’re here,” said Agarik, smoothing his tailcoat and straightening his cravat, “And I’d appreciate a bit of
respect for the Oracle, if you don’t mind. He’s more important than you can possibly imagine. Oh,” he added as
he looked up at the building before them, “One more thing: don’t mention his acne. He’s incredibly touchy about
that.”

Jim turned to look at the Place Where Wisdom Lives then looked back at Agarik. “This is where the Oracle lives?”
he asked, amused.

“Yes, I told you it was,” said Agarik, unmoved.

Jim couldn’t believe his eyes. “It’s a comic book shop.”

“Shhh!!” Agarik scowled at Jim and grabbed his arm, yanking him away from the shop entrance. “Never, ever call
it that, you hear?” he hissed.

“But, that’s what it is,” protested Jim.

“No, it’s not!” Agarik growled in a tiny hoarse whisper, “It’s a Graphic Novel Emporium. Never, ever say the ‘C’ word
in there, do you understand? It could spell disaster for both of us.”

“But disaster starts with a D…” Jim laughed, stopping abruptly when Agarik’s boney hand clamped firmly across
his mouth.

“Mention that word in there and you could die, you stupid human,” Agarik snarled, “I mean it. And then you really
will lose Emmie for life – for several lifetimes in fact.”

Jim felt panic grip his insides and he lifted his hands in hurried surrender.
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Agarik let him go, pulling up his dirty yellow bell-bottoms and cracking his neck, “Right, follow me. And keep
quiet.”

Nostalgia was the kind of place you could spend hours in – if you were into your graphic novels, that is. Every
conceivable super-hero, comic character and action figure was represented here, displayed in carefully labelled
sections and lovingly wrapped in protective plastic wallets or glass cases. The customers were few, but select - shady
individuals who could quite easily have been stars of their own graphic adventures. They moved as if floating on
air around the tightly packed shelves and display cabinets, silently nodding their approval for each section as if
bestowing some ancient, druidic blessing on what they saw.  There was a reverence here, like the kind you find in
a museum of great works of art, or an awe-inspiring cathedral. 

Agarik moved deftly between the rows of first-edition comic issues, nodding a silent greeting to the faithful disciples
as he passed them by. Jim sensed an understanding here – their movements had the studied air of an age-long
ritual – one that maybe transcended time and space, or perhaps came from somewhere else entirely. He felt the
need to respect this atmosphere and obediently followed Agarik’s coat tails round the store, until they had snaked
their way through the aisles and were approaching the sales desk.

Just before they got there, Agarik spun round and stopped Jim in his tracks.

“Say, nothing, Jaay-mee,” he hissed, “Let me consult the Oracle.”

“Fine,” Jim replied, “Go ahead. I’ll follow your lead. But I’m not bowing or anything.”

Agarik turned back and purposefully strode to the sales desk.

Behind the till sat a large teenage girl of around fifteen years old, with long, dyed black hair. She appeared to have
once been a model for a World Record Attempt for body piercings, having silver studs and rings stapled through
just about every conceivable part of her face. She was dressed entirely in black apart from a large silver pentagram
and the legend: Goths are Dead Good emblazoned across her t-shirt. Her face was powdered deathly pale, whilst
her lips, eyes and cheeks were painted in greys and blacks. She was, to all intents and purposes, a Classic Goth.
Apart from one thing: a huge, dazzlingly white-toothed grin from pierced ear to pierced ear.

“Morning!” she chirped happily, the silver rings in her eyebrows lifting as the beaming smile widened even further.
“Welcome to Nostalgia. How can I help you gentlemen?”

“A happy goth?” Jim murmured incredulously, stopping abruptly when Agarik’s left boney elbow jabbed into his
stomach, pushing the air out of his lungs. “Ow?” he protested, nursing his bruised ribs.

“We’ve come to see The Oracle,” Agarik said, his little voice a respectful low whisper.

The Happy Goth’s smile faded just slightly, “Pardon?”

Agarik smiled politely and repeated, “We’ve come to see the Oracle.”

The dazzling white smile returned as the Happy Goth leant towards Agarik across the counter. “Sorry,” she
apologised, “Didn’t quite catch that?”

“The ORACLE,” Agarik hissed, “We have come to see him.”

“Is he in?” Jim added, helpfully.

“Who?” asked the Happy Goth, her grin becoming slightly manic at the edges.

“THE ORACLE!” Agarik squeaked loudly, as every shadowy customer turned in shock to face him. Mortified, he
lifted a boney hand in regret and blushed a grey-green blush.
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“Ohhh,” smiled the Happy Goth, with more than a hint of relief, “I’ll just call him.”

She lifted a small, intricately decorated silver bell and, with great ceremony, shook it twice. At once, a hush fell
across the store and the customers bowed as one body. A bead curtain that covered the doorway to the storeroom
behind the counter began to shake and Jim felt his stomach knot in anticipation, although he wasn’t sure what of.

The multicoloured plastic beads parted to reveal a short, lanky teenager, whose expression was pure disinterest.
His long, adolescent limbs hung limply by his side and his spine was slumped in the universal pose of a stroppy
fifteen year-old. He wore a washed-out blue t-shirt and baggy jeans hung so low that they sat just underneath his
bum, displaying navy boxer shorts with thin white stripes. Small silver chains were draped around the waistband
of his jeans and on his t-shirt a store name badge was pinned at a rebelliously crooked angle. It said: DAVE.

Jim noticed one more thing: Dave seemed to be cultivating the national collection of acne on his face. Small, puss-
filled red bumps peppered his forehead, cheeks, nose and neck, in quite the most remarkable display of
dermatological dysfunction that Jim had ever seen.

He knew he shouldn’t have looked… But, you know how it is, the minute someone says “don’t look” at something,
it’s the one thing you can’t wrench your gaze away from… Despite all his better judgment, Jim’s mouth fell open
and he lifted a pointing finger towards Dave’s face, mouthing the word: “A-a-a-c-c-n-n-e-e…”

Dave’s Neanderthal brow lifted slightly, “What did he say?”

“Ignore him,” said Agarik, quickly, “He’s unimportant. We are here to request wisdom, O Great D’ave.”

“D’ave?” Jim whispered under his breath, “It’s Dave, Agarik.”

“What do you wish to know?” Dave asked, his expression returning to sullen.

“Who holds the Key to Somewhere Else?” Agarik enquired, a tiny tremor in his voice. “I have been separated from
there and I need to return.”

Dave let out a long, angst-ridden sigh and scratched at a particularly full pustule on his forearm. “It has been
stolen, “ he replied. “The Ancients from the Border Country have entered the City and taken it from here.” The
Oracle let out another sigh, “It’s so unfair!”

The wraithlike clients let out long, angst-ridden sighs in sympathy. Dave lifted his hand to silence them. “Now it is
guarded by them and those who revere The Order Aves.”

“Sorry?” Jim asked, “Did you mention birdwatchers?” 

“Shhhh!” hissed Dave, Agarik, the Happy Goth and the customers in unison.

“Sorry,” Jim replied, “Forgive me. Who has the key then?”

“The feared Ancients. The tribe who weave deadly traps that can kill a man on sight,” replied the Happy Goth,
still smiling, “The Ninja Grannies of Castle Bromwich.”

Jim laughed out loud. Weariness from lack of sleep combined with the utterly ludicrous scenario around him and
he shook helplessly as guffaws rocked his body. “I-I’m sorry,” he giggled, “Ninja Grannies from Castle Bromwich?
And mad birdwatchers? Come on, really, you seriously don’t expect us to believe all this, do you D’ave? It sounds
like some crazy plot from one of your… your…” he motioned to the shelves, “Comic books!”

The store fell silent. Even the Happy Goth momentarily lost her smile. Agarik clamped a boney hand across his
eyes and shook his head, “Grrreat, now you’ve gone and done it,” he muttered.
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Dave’s brow lifted, revealing pale, steely grey eyes.

Jim felt as if a million pairs of eyes were boring into him. The store disciples began to chant, low and quiet at first,
“D’ave, D’ave, D’ave, D’ave…” Their voices grew louder and louder, reaching a deafening crescendo, as their feet
pounded the floor.

“Comic books?” Dave said slowly, “Comic books?’ The chanting subdued to a low, rhythmic pulse behind them.

“He didn’t mean it!” squeaked Agarik, grabbing Jim’s shoulders and pulling him away from The Oracle’s stare,
“He’s an imbecile, an ignoramus, I mean – look at those pants! You can tell he is not a man in his right mind!”

Dave, the Happy Goth and the chanting disciples of Nostalgia all looked down at Jim’s Spidey pants. “Nice
pants, “ Dave muttered, impressed, “Classic Spiderman in clothing form. Cooool…” Suddenly, he remembered his
anger and his expression hardened towards Jim. “But you have disrespected the name of the Graphic Novel. You
have cheapened the image of a true artform of the modern world. That is just… disrespectful.”

“Hey, look, mate, no disrespect intended, OK?” said Jim, “I’m just finding it a bit hard to take in. I never in a
million years imagined that I would be seeking wisdom in a com..err… graphic novel shop. I just want to get
Agarik home so I can go home.”

The Oracle’s pale grey eyes narrowed. “There is another reason you are here. They say you are The One.”

The Happy Goth gasped. Jim groaned.

“Oh man, not this again,’ he moaned. “I don’t know who ‘they’ are, ok, I have no idea how they know who I am
and, to be honest, I don’t care. I just want to get this Key of Destiny or whatever the hell it’s called and get him
home. So can you help us or not, O Great Spotty One?”

The chanting stopped. Somewhere in the store a customer fainted with a thud. Agarik’s cadaverous fingers dug
painfully into Jim’s shoulder. Dave’s brow lifted higher and he stared viciously at Jim.

“Did he… did he just say… did he just say what I think he said?” he stammered, looking at Agarik.

“No… no…” Agarik hurriedly replied, trying to make the hysterical squeak in his voice sound like unworried
placation. “It’s just – errm – a turn of phrase… a term of endearment, you could say…”

Dave looked crestfallen and turned to the Happy Goth, whose smile had become manically cheery. “Did he call
me Spotty?” he whimpered. “Is the acne bad again? My mum got me some more stuff but I don’t think it’s
working…”

“It’s fine, hunnybunch, really,” said the Happy Goth, patting his arm, “The guy’s just a nerd, ignore him.”

“I’m not a nerd, thank you,” Jim returned, “I am just someone who doesn’t want to waste any more time in a
comic book shop talking to a grumpy teenager who’s supposed to know everything. So are you going to help us or
not?”

Dave turned slowly to face Jim and Agarik. “Oh, I’ll help you alright.”  Jim swore he could hear the rumble of
distant thunder, as the lights seemed to dim all of a sudden. “I’ll help you respect the artform of the graphic novel.
I’ll help you realise the power of this - this comic book shop. You have insulted all who revere this art. And you have
insulted me. And her,” he added, as the Happy Goth waved happily at his side. “Big mistake, Jaaay-mee…”

There was a sound like a violent earthquake as a wind stronger than a tornado hit Jim and Agarik, robbing their
lungs of air. The walls and the floor of Nostalgia appeared to be ebbing and flowing around them, fluid like
liquid mercury, as their feet left the ground.. And, suddenly, they were falling…falling through the store...
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* * * *

Agarik and Jim tumbled back into reality, as Nostalgia closed back in around them. The store disciples were back
at their browsing, while the Happy Goth was as smiley and cheerful as ever.

Dave peered over the counter at them, as they lay sprawled on the floor in an undignified heap.

“Right,” he said, with a glint in his steely eyes. “About this special purchase you’d like to make, Jim…”

* * * *

Half an hour later, Jim and Agarik were running through the City again, Jim carrying a black plastic carrier bag
and Agarik carrying an annoying air of superiority.

“Two hundred quid!” Jim moaned as they sped down Birmingham’s ornate side streets, “Two hundred bloody quid
for a few comi… graphic novels?”

“Stop your moaning, Jaay-mee,” called Agarik over his shoulder as they swerved to avoid idling pedestrians in their
way, “Consider yourself incredibly lucky that The Oracle didn’t leave you in that graphic novel. I have a sneaking
suspicion that the edition we fell into was where people have their brains eaten out by giant centipedes from
Saturn.”

“That figures,” Jim muttered to himself. “Where are we heading now, Agarik?”

“The only place where the Ninja Grannies could be on a Thursday morning,” Agarik replied, “It’s Pension Day,
so they’ll be shopping.”

* * * *
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Chapter Four : Pension Day Reckoning

The Bull Ring had, for many years, been in a sorry state. Once the gem of Birmingham’s shopping experience –
where you could buy your crimpolene wide-collared shirts and nylon flares, and look like a cool daddy-o in your
ridiculously high platform shoes - it lay unloved and descending into indoor market hell throughout the ‘80s and
‘90s.

Then some lovely designers decided to rebuild it and it became a shining, gleaming, space-age building with
swanky shops and a smart, cosmopolitan atmosphere – a place where you had to pay nearly a fiver for your coffee
and bijou muffin, and considerably more for your now vintage crimpolene wide-collared shirts and nylon flares
and platforms. 

Agarik should have been here in the 70’s, Jim mused as they sped past the large brass sculpture of a particularly
miffed-looking bull and ran into the shopping centre, he’d have looked cool then in that outfit…

Agarik stopped by the escalators and looked at Jim.

“So, now what do we do?” Jim asked.

“We wait, “ Agarik replied, “Until they show themselves.”

Jim cast his eye round the shiny mall, busy with people shopping like their lives depended on it. “Are they likely to
want to show themselves? I mean, they have the Key already, don’t they?”

Agarik rolled his eyes in despair, as if Jim should have known better than to have asked that question. “They have
to show themselves,” he replied, his tone patronisingly sing-song. “They know we’re here. They know this meeting
has to happen. And they know you’re The One.”

“OK, I give up,” Jim said, “What is this ‘The One’ thing all about? I’m nobody special, OK, I’m just a landscaper
from Hodge Hill. I’m not some kind of saviour, messiah, prophet or whatever else ‘they’ say I am. I’m just Jim.”

Agarik’s expression softened and he shook his head. “You are more than that, Jim. You are loved, beyond this
world. You are loved from Somewhere Else…”

Jim frowned. “Somewhere Else? That’s where you’re from, isn’t it? Who loves me there?” His heart began to
pound insistently as a thought hit him like a thunderbolt. “The only person who loves me – who loved me – was
Emmie…” he began, carefully, “Is it Emmie who loves me, Agarik? Is Emmie Somewhere Else?”

Agarik was about to answer when a shrill scream pierced the dull din of the shopping mall.
“E-e-e-e-e-e-e-th-e-e-e-e-elll!”

“Ethel?” Jim repeated.

Agarik’s eyes widened in horror and he gripped Jim’s arm as the colour drained from his face. “Ethel…” he
whispered, “The leader of the Ninja Grannies. It’s a rallying call for the Ancient Ones!”

As he spoke, old ladies dressed entirely in black began to appear, descending menacingly down the escalators and
emerging from the stores. Each one pulled a two-wheeled, plumwatch tartan shopping trolley behind her as they
approached and surrounded Jim and Agarik. The Ninja Grannies had arrived.
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The oldest lady amongst them stepped forward. She was tiny, barely five feet tall, her body bent and twisted and
her hands gnarled by her considerable age. Her hair was dyed the shade of purple that only very old ladies can
get away with and her make up was wobbly but deliberately applied.

“I am Ethel, Queen Mother of the Ninja Grannies of Castle Bromwich,” she barked, her voice crackly and harsh.
“Who are you and why have you come?”

“I am Agarik Vulgaris, Keeper of the Store Cupboard of Somewhere Else,” Agarik squeaked, confidently,
although his tightening grip on Jim’s arm belied the truth. “I need the Key to Somewhere Else, which has been
taken.”

“What did he say?” snapped Ethel to a slightly younger Granny by her side.

“Agarik Vulgaris, Queen Mother,” the Granny repeated, “He seeks the Key.”

Ethel scowled, her features disappearing even further into her wrinkled face, “Couldn’t hear a word he said,” she
snarled, angrily tapping a box attached to her belt, “Damn useless contraption,” she cursed, “Hearing aid, my arse.
Can’t hear a bloody thing with it.”

Ethel took a doddering step closer towards Agarik and poked him in the chest with an arthritic finger. “Speak up,
peasant!” she demanded.

“I was,” Agarik moaned wearily under his breath.

“I know you…” Ethel said, peering at Agarik, her eyes narrowing. “Glasses!”

The younger Granny at her side hurriedly thrust a grubby, flowered case into her hands. Ethel struggled to open
it, finally succeeding and producing an ancient pair of faded gold half-moon glasses, which she perched on the end
of her beak-like nose.

“Ah, yes, I was right. So, Store Cupboard Keeper,” she said, a menacing edge in her voice, “You seek the Key, eh?”
She reached inside her black silk blouse and lifted out a large gold key on a silver chain. “You mean...this?”

“Yes,” Agarik nodded, firmly. “It is rightfully mine and I want it returned to my care.”

Ethel let out a gut-wrenching cackle and the Ninja Grannies all around them did the same. “Impossible!” she
declared. “Fool! Don’t you know that only The One Who Is Loved can demand such a thing from me? And where
is he, Agarik Vulgaris, hmm? I don’t see him with you! Just this – this boy…”

“I’m thirty, actually,” Jim retorted.

“Never,” scowled Ethel, squinting at him, “And even if you are, I am one hundred and fifty-eight years old, so what
is your age compared to mine? Eh? You’re just a little boy.”

“Aww, but look at his lovely brown curls…” a Ninja Granny cooed behind her.

“Silence!” Ethel shouted. “Keep your eyes away from the curls…” Her frown deepened and she stared at Jim,
“Lovely curls….” Her ancient eyes widened and she half-fell back into the surrounding gaggle of Grannies,
screaming, “…Aaaarrrgghh! The Curls That Entice! He is The One! Shield your eyes, Sisters!”

The hundreds of Ninja Grannies that filled the shopping mall began to scream, hiding their eyes. 

“That’s it!” Agarik squeaked, triumphantly, “Your curls, Jim! They’re irresistible to Grannies! Brilliant! Now get the
Key!”

Confused, Jim stared at Agarik. “My curls…?” he began.
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“Oh, sod it,” yelled Agarik and he lurched forward, grasping the Key and yanking it away from Ethel’s neck,
snapping the chain as it left her. “I’ve got it, Jim! Now, RUN!!”

Jim followed Agarik as he darted up a down escalator, sending crying Ninja Grannies diving off it into the mall
below, clutching their eyes in terror.

“Why are we running?” Jim panted, trying to keep up with Agarik’s lengthy strides.

“Trust me, we need to run,” Agarik shouted back as they neared the automatic doors at the Bull Ring’s entrance.

“No, but seriously Agarik, they’re a bunch of old ladies. I mean, they can’t even walk fast, let alone run…”

Jim was still laughing when he heard a sound like a hundred Hell’s Angels firing up their engines. He spun round
and his mouth fell open in shock as a flock of Ninja Grannies, riding on what looked like flying tartan shopping
trolleys, came careering towards him at breakneck speed.

“Run, Jim, run!” yelled Agarik as the automatic doors opened and they dashed outside into the pedestrianised
street.

“Get them! Stop them!” wailed Ethel, gripping on for grim death to the handles of her jet-propelled shopping
trolley.

As they sped through Birmingham’s streets, Jim kept his eyes on Agarik’s lurching frame moving in front him. He
daredn’t look behind him – the sound of the shopping trolley jet engines was getting perilously close.

“Traps, Sisters!” yelled Ethel, swerving her trolley to narrowly avoid a flower stall as the owner dived into the
display of roses, “Send forth your traps!”

The Ninja Grannies flying behind her let out blood-curdling screams and pulled out long, metal spikes from their
trolleys, along with what looked like balls of pink metallic wool. As they flew through the streets, the knitting
needles began to click and twist ferociously, the sun catching them and glinting as they worked. They were knitting
nets to snare their victims.

With alarming speed, the nets grew and widened, joining together and dropping down from the needles as the
Grannies flew in formation like a cackling, aged version of the Red Arrows. They were nearing Chamberlain
Square, with its Council buildings and Town Hall especially beautiful in the bright sun.

Agarik and Jim dashed up the steps, alongside the large sculpture of a woman in an impressive stepped fountain,
nicknamed the Floosie in the Jacuzzi by local people. Jim looked up in horror, as the Ninja Grannies flew over his
head, overtaking them, skidding to a halt in front of the Council Building and hovering, their pink metal nets
creating an unavoidable barrier.

“Stop, Jim!” Agarik yelled. “Don’t run into the knitting nets – they’re made of razor-sharp wire!”

They stopped running, surrounded by hovering, grinning, blue and pink and purple-rinsed Ninja Grannies. 
Ethel appeared and slowly descended, until she was face to face with Agarik. She had placed her neckscarf over
her eyes to shield them from Jim’s enticing curls and her tribe of Grannies had followed suit.

“The Key, Vulgaris!” she snarled, “Return it to me!”

“Think of something, Jaay-meee,” hissed Agarik.

“I’m trying,” Jim hissed back. He desperately tried to think of something, anything to help them escape. There was
no way out. Agarik held the key tightly, trying not to look like he was shaking. Jim could hear the Ninja Grannies
muttering amongst themselves as they sat suspended in mid-air, their jet-trolleys hovering like Harrier Jump Jets
around the square.
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“Resistance is futile,” Ethel grinned, revealing long, badly fitted dentures between her thin, ruby-red painted
hairy lips, “Give – me – the – key.”

Agarik’s ultra-flexible spine slumped impossibly and his grip on the key loosened. 

At that moment, something caught Jim’s eye. Over to their right, outside the newly restored Town Hall, a small
sandwich-board sign was leaning against the door. On it, was painted two words that made Jim’s heart leap. He
turned back to Agarik, his joy shattering as he saw Agarik’s lanky arm slowly lifting the key towards Ethel’s
gleeful talons.

“Agarik – noooo!” he yelled, wrenching Agarik’s arm back down, away from the Ninja Queen Mother.

Ethel let out an eardrum-dissolving cry that made the pigeons on the Town Hall room take off into the blue
summer sky. “Give it BACK!” she screamed.

Jim took a deep breath and shouted out the sign’s two words at the top of his voice: “JUMBLE SALE!”

The Ninja Grannies let out toe-curling yelps and dropped their nets. Revving up their jet-trolleys, they screeched
sideways and headed for the Town Hall’s open doors, disappearing into its heart in a blur of black, pink, blue
and green. Ethel yelled at them to return but her protestations were drowned out by the sound of the trolleys
racing into the large, Romanesque white marble building. Cursing loudly, she flung her head back towards Jim
and Agarik. The headscarf fell from her wrinkled eyes and she screamed in pain at the sight of Jim’s curls.
Howling inconsolably, she fired up her jet trolley and fled the square.

“Brilliant!” yelled Agarik, scooping Jim up in his emaciated arms and spinning round with delight.

“Put me down, freak!” Jim shouted. Agarik obeyed. “Now, how do we get you back to Somewhere Else?”

“The Art Gallery,” Agarik replied purposefully. “Follow me.”

They ran from the square and up into the beautifully ornate entrance to Birmingham’s Museum and Art
Gallery. Jim had been here many times before, whiling away happy hours wondering round the breathtaking
works of art, and he knew it well. “Whereabouts are we headed?” he called as they entered the atrium and
started to ascend the marble staircase. 

“Lucifer,” replied Agarik, his voice suddenly vulnerable and choked with emotion.

Almost at the top of the stairs, Jim could see the tall, brass sculpture of the Fallen Angel appearing before them
in the first gallery. But suddenly the view was blocked by a group of five large, bald-headed men. Agarik and
Jim ground to a halt on the stairs.

Silently, the men stood, barring the way. Each one wore what looked like a pair of binoculars around his neck
and none of them smiled. But what made Jim catch his breath was the other thing they each had in common –
a large green coat, just like his own. 

“Welcome, Brother,” said one of the men, “We have been waiting for you.”

“Birdwatchers!” squeaked Agarik, under his breath.

“I’m not your brother,” Jim replied, his voice surprisingly shaky.

“But you have the Coat of a Thousand Hides,” replied the Birdwatcher, “You revere those of the Order Aves.”

“I like birdwatching,” Jim said, carefully, “But I’m not your brother.”

The Birdwatcher lifted his hand and waved it. The dusty gallery air above him was suddenly filled with a million
tiny birds, their multi-hued plumage dancing and glinting in the sunlight coming from the glass domed skylight.
Jim caught his breath again. He had never seen so many birds in all his life. He felt his heart lift and the room
around him begin to swirl, the colours dissipating around him like wet paint in a rainstorm...
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It was… beautiful… It was… awesome… It was…

“Jim!” Agarik’s shrill voice cut through his dreamlike state, “Don’t look at the birds! Look at the statue!”

Jim tore his eyes away from the dazzling spectacle and focused on Lucifer. The statue had begun to rotate heavily,
sending small puffs of ancient dust flying from its base. Agarik grabbed Jim’s hand and lurched forward, pushing
the Birdwatchers out of his way.

They arrived at the statue and Agarik stopped. Holding the Key high in his hand, he turned to Jim.

“I’m going home, Jaaay-mee. It’s time for me to go back. Thank you, my friend.”

Jim’s head was a whirr. “What – what about Emmie?” he stammered.

Agarik thrust the key into Lucifer’s chest and a door opened – a tiny brass door that he couldn’t possibly go
through. “I’m going home!” he squeaked, his grey face brightening, “Oh, and one more thing, Jim,” he added,
stepping onto the rotating statue, “If you think this is going to be one of those ‘Oh, it must have all been a dream’
scenarios, think again. It all really happened. And you really are wearing ridiculous pants!”

With that, Agarik placed a hand into the tiny doorway. Lucifer began to spin, faster and faster, as a strong wind
blew through the gallery, screeching and sighing like a banshee around the old paintings, which shuddered and
rocked as their eyes stared out at the scene before them. 

Jim struggled to stay upright as he shouted at the revolving statue. “Agarik!” he yelled above the cacophonous din
around him, “What about Emmie?”

A loud sucking noise echoed round the room as Agarik’s body impossibly disappeared into the tiny opening,
followed the sound of a door slam and a blinding white light that sent Jim sprawling to the polished marble floor.

Then, silence. Jim opened his eyes slowly.

He was alone in the gallery. No birds, no Birdwatchers, no Agarik. Just Jim and an old brass statue in a large,
ornate room. Dazed, he sat up and rubbed his aching elbows that had been bruised from the fall. His heart felt
heavy and everything ached. Exhausted, devastated and angry, Jim dropped his head into his hands and sobbed.
Emotion imprisoned within him for far too long broke its constraints and poured out of him, shaking his body and
echoing through the empty gallery.

From far in the distance, a clicking sound appeared, tiny at first but growing louder, reverberating through the
marble-clad gallery. As it neared him, Jim realised the sound was the rhythmic click of stiletto heels. Wiping his
eyes, he lifted his head…

“Jimmy? Jimmy, is that really you?”

Jim’s eyes opened wide and his heart froze. “Emmie?”

The brown eyes that met his were tired and full of tears, but they were hers. The red-brown curls were matted and
messy, but they were her curls. She was here, real… Emmie collapsed to the floor and flung her arms around Jim,
clinging to him as if her life really did depend on it.  “Jimmy, I love you, I’m home!” she sobbed into his neck.

“Where have you been?” Jim asked, his heart alive as her scent filled his nostrils once again.

“I –I’m not sure,” Emmie answered, breaking their embrace to gaze into his eyes, “I went to the corner shop and
then I was – somewhere else, not here anymore. But I told them about you – everyone who was waiting there. I told
them I loved you and I was going to find a way back. I love you, Jimmy. Can we go home now?”

Jim helped Emmie to her feet and knotted his fingers through hers. “Yes,” he replied, “Let’s go home, Emmie.”

The End
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